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A team of Northwestern
University chemists report they
have discovered ways to 
construct nanoscale building
blocks that assemble into flat or
curved structures with a high
level of predictability, depend-
ing on the architecture and
composition of the building
blocks.
Using hybrid nanorods consist-
ing of segments of gold and con-
ducting polymers as their build-
ing blocks, the researchers creat-
ed a number of unusual struc-
tures, including bundles, sheets
and tubes of varying diameters.
The extraordinary control that
they were able to demonstrate
over the process holds promise
for building new and powerful
drug delivery systems, electronic
circuits, catalysts and light-har-
vesting materials.
“We are trying to mimic life
itself,” said Chad A Mirkin,
director of Northwestern’s
Institute for Nanotechnology,
who led the research team.
“Much like proteins which
must fold into complex struc-
tures in order to function prop-
erly, we have designed new
materials that also form com-
plex structures through the
process of self-assembly.”
Mirkin and his team made the
different structures by varying
the diameter of the gold-poly-
mer rods or adjusting the ratio
of polymer segment to gold
segment in the rods. Both meth-
ods should enable researchers
to design structures with inter-
esting electronic and optical
properties.
“We also discovered that the alu-
mina template we used to build
the rods initially is essential in
guiding the assembly process,”
said Mirkin, who is also the
George B Rathmann Professor of
Chemistry.“Without the orienta-
tion the template provides, the
rods do not form bundles, sheets
or tubes.”
The nanorods were made by
the sequential deposition of
gold and conducting polymer
into the pores of an aluminum
template. After the gold-poly-
mer rods were synthesized, the
template was dissolved, leaving
the rods parallel to one anoth-
er, gold end to gold end and
polymer end to polymer end.
The strong interactions
between the polymer ends
built stress, causing curves to
form. In a subsequent experi-
ment, the researchers observed
that self-assembly did not take
place when the rods were ran-
domly dispersed in solution.
“The research clearly 
shows that some unnatural
building blocks, such as the
gold-polymer rods, need assis-
tance in order to form higher-
ordered structures,” said Mirkin.
“This means that when we
work with building blocks that
are larger than molecules but
smaller than macroscopic
objects, we should consider
building materials in a com-
pletely new way -- by using
templates to help guide the
assembly process and reduce
the large number of assembly
pathways potentially available
to the building blocks.”
Hybrid nanorods offer flat and curved surfaces
Gold polyrods complex structures
formed through the process of 
self-asssembly
Intel, which brought strained silicon to
market in the second half of 2003, is
expected to introduce sSi technology
early in 2004, with the generation of
chips that succeed the Pentium 4, code
named Nehalem, according to Doug
Carmean, a managing engineer with
Intel.
With sSi will come a new security archi-
tecture code named LeGrande, which
aims to establish a hardware environ-
ment that will entirely prevent external
attacks from a computer virus.The tech-
nology encompasses the chip set, sys-
tem memory, and hard drive.
IBM Corp has published research on
strained silicon for more than a decade.
Advanced Micro Devices, Texas
Instruments  and other chip makers are
all researching the subject. But it
appears it is Intel that has figured out
how to apply the technology to low
cost mass manufacture.
Intel found it could implement strained
silicon fairly inexpensively and improve
electricity flow by 25% to 30%, improv-
ing chip performance at almost no
increase in cost.
IBM has been shipping some chips
including layers of strained silicon
during Q4 of ‘03 the same time period
as Intel, but IBM chief technologist
Bernie Meyerson, credited with devel-
oping ways to grow large amounts of
silicon germanium, declines to identi-
fy which IBM chips contain strained
silicon or which customers are 
buying.
AMD researching strained silicon and
other technologies with IBM, isn’t plan-
ning to sell microprocessors with a sig-
nificant degree of strained silicon until
‘05 or ‘06, according to VP Craig Sander,
who noted AMD was selling chips with
low level strain, but not at Intel's order
of magnitude.
Strained silicon use gathers
momentum
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